THERE’S A YOUNG NEW CEO ABOUT TAKE
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Our Esteemed Filmmakers
Let’s introduce MVPStyln Productions, a new, rising production in the heart of
Hollywood. We recognize the solidarity it takes; to manifest such will to create
a magical production in a time where all hope seems trying (COVID-19).
Through this time, the CEO has been empowered even moreso, to create the
dreams of magic, which have always flown within his veins. The dedication and
passion for the film industry and its magical dreams that MVPStyln Productions
possesses, are inconceivable. Through MVPStyln Productions, they are
determined to ensure forward thinking to take us successfully through these
evolving times.
MVPStyln Productions are said to be geared towards raw materials in the
categories of drama, fantasy, musicals and animation. Having had the
wonderful, life-changing experience of working with the prestigious
Paramount Studios, the CEO has decided that his time to build a new legacy is
now. He believes that the best creations in life are personal but when utilized
to it’s fullest potential, it is also profitable.
“Have value in all you do.” - CEO, MVPStyln Productions.
They are said to customize magical experiences to you. Since California is
about to have a slew of new changes to its production incentive offerings with
the Film & TV Tax Credit Program, The Golden State will get $330 million to go
into their incentives pot, while independent projects with budgets under $10
million will have their own basket of credits to pull from. This is a major
development, as the current program has large and small independents
competing for the same film incentive funds, sometimes to the detriment of the

smaller ones. MVPStyln Productions are and will be affiliated with all major
new regulations, and standard of filming will always be updated.
RUMORS: MVPStyln Productions are excited, WHY? For rumors have been
talked by the CEO and updated sources, that they are introducing was is to be
in pre-production, and is said to be estimated over, $5 Million A Masterful
feature film of all time, starting 2021- “ THE SANTORI BLOODLINE”
For it is already said MARCO PERRETTA, a talented actor of our generation
will be playing the LEAD Character; SANTORI DORIANO – A periodic piece
with a modern twist of fantasy. As a Dark Sexy, mysterious Man who may have it
all, is played in twisted games, for fate may lead him to unknown futures!
“ARE WE EXCITED OR WHAT?”
Where all hope seems to fall during these times, MVPStyln Productions has
made it quite clear; ANTHING is POSSIBLE, as we see all their magic unfold
and rise with greatness.
MVPStyln Productions “WE WRITE OUR OWN MAGIC”

